Introduction
Suppose that Xand Fare C°° manifolds of dimension d x and d Y , respectively, and that is a homogeneous canonical relation. By Ι μ (X, F; %>') we denote the class of Fourier integral operators of order μ associated to <K Here s usual V = {(χ, ξ; y, η) : (χ, ξ', y, -η) e %>}\ if σ χ , σ γ are the canonical two forms on T*X and Γ*7, respectively, then ^ is Lagrangian with respect to σ χ -σ γ and V contains the wavefront sets of the kernels.
We shall be concerned with L 2 -> L q mapping properties of operators in Ι μ (Χ 9 Υ; W) (here L q denotes the L q Sobolev space). These are well known in case that <g is locally the graph of a canonical transformation; this means that the projections are locally diffeomorphisms. In particular d x = d Y -=d. Then &εΙ μ (Χ,Υ,<€') mapŝ a.compOO into L> tloc (X) if β ^ a -μ. This was shown by H rmander s a consequence of the calculus in [7] . By composing 3F with a fractional integral operator it is easy to see that G/*(jr,r,<jf') maps L a 2 , comp into I£ Ioc , 2^<7<oo, if β £ α-μ-d/2 + d/q. More general if d x ^ dy and dn L has maximal rank 2d x then the same mapping properties hold for Fourier integral operators in the class ^6/ μ + (dx~dY)/4 (T, 7,«")· If one of the projections n L9 n R becomes Singular it follows that the other is Singular s well, see [7] . However the nature of the singularities of n L and n R may be quite different and this is reflected in the estimates one gets. Sharp L 2 estimates are known if V is a folding canonical relation; one assumes that both projections are either nondegenerate or Whitney folds (again d x = d Y = d). Then there is a loss of 1/6 derivatives in the L 2 estimates; namelŷ e /*(*, F,<T) maps L a 2 tComp into L 2 , loc if β ^ α -μ + 1/6 (see [10] , and [15] for a nonhomogeneous Version). L p -> L q and L p -> Lt estimates for such operators are considered in [17] , [19] and [20] .
In this paper we mainly consider the case of one-sided fold singularities; in the case d x = d Y we require that one projection (say TT L ) is either nondegenerate or a Whitney fold but we do not impose any condition on the other projection. If d x ^ d Y then we require that n L is a submersion with folds. We recall the definition: Let M and N be C°° manifolds of dimensions m, n, respectively, where m^.n. Then a C°° map F : M -+ N is a submersion with fold at x 0 e M if rank F f (x 0 ) = n -l (and therefore dimKerF'(.x 0 ) = m -n + l and dimCokerF'^) = 1) and if the Hesseian of F at x 0 is nondegenerate. The Hesseian is invariantly defined s a quadratic form on Ker F'(x 0 ) with values in Coker F'(JC O ). One can always choose local coordinates % in M vanishing at x 0 and local coordinates y in N vanishing at y 0 such that in the new coordinates where β is a nondegenerate quadratic form in R m~n + i (see [1] , eh. III. 4 and also [9] , III, p. 493). We note that the variety $£ where F' is degenerate is a smooth surface in M of codimension m -n + \. Another way of defining a submersion with folds is identifying 3? and saying that F drops rank simply by one (at least one n x n minor of dF vanishes of only first order) and that F\ y is an immersion. In particular F(JSf) is a smooth hypersurface of N. In the case m = n a submersion with folds is simply a Whitney fold.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that d x ^ d Y and that^c: T*X\Q x T*Y\Q is a homogeneous canonical relation such that the projection n L : <g -» T*X is a submersion with folds. Suppose that ^e i* + tfx-w*(X
These results had been conjectured in [3] , [4] where they are proved for the special case of fibered folding canonical relations (this corresponds to an assumption of maximal degeneracy on n R ). In this case there is a composition calculus which is not available in the general Situation.
For averaging operators in R 2 and some model cases in higher dimensions the L 2 estimates are already in [17] . We remark that in the case d x = d Y Theorem 1.1 is sharp without further assumption; however it can be improved if one imposes an additional finite type condition on n R (cf. [18] , [19] 
We note that sharp L 2 -> L 4 estimates for averaging operators in the plane are in [17] , [19] . There is always a r nge of #'s (4 ^ q < oo if . This is a model case for a fibered folding canonical relation, considered in [3] (here n L is a fold and n R is a blowdown). One can check (arguing s in [3] , [19] ) that Theorem 1.2 is sharp in this case.
In order to improve Theorem 1.2 one imposes additional curvature assumptions. Let us suppose that d x = d Y and let <£ be the fold hypersurface. We assume that the projection π x : <g -> χ is a submersion. Then for each χ e X the image of the projection π τ * χ of JS? to the fiber T*X is a d-1 dimensional conic hypersurface Γ χ . For the above example these hypersurfaces are hyperplanes. The additional curvature condition on the fibers is close to the cone condition in [12] , formulated for a class of Fourier integral operators that comes up in the study of wave equations.
We now consider averaging operators in three dimensions. Suppose that X and Υ are three dimensional manifolds and suppose that JtaXx Υ is a four dimensional manifold such that the projections onto X and Υ are submersions; furthermore assume that Clearly by applying this to <$#* we get a similar result involving assumptions on n R . The typical example that demonstrates the sharpness of Corollary 1.4 is the X-ray transform for the family of light rays in IR 3 (considered in [3] , [5] , [11] , [16] ). The light rays are parametrized by their intersection with the (jc 1 ,^2)-plane and an angle a, and the averaging operator (taking the role of <£/*) is given by ina, s)x(s)ds with an appropriate cutoff function χ. (N*Jt} r is a fibered canonical relation (now n R is a fold and n L is a blowdown) and the fold hypersurface for n R is J5f = {(x 1? x 2 ,a, jucosa, /xsina, 0;^! + ^cosa, x 2 + s sin a, s, μ cos a, μ sin a, μ)} .
The sharpness of Corollary l .4 can be seen by testing 3t on characteristic functions of balls (to get the restriction q ^ 2/?/(3 -p)) and on characteristic functions of rectangles with dimensions l, δ, δ 2 (to get the restriction q ^ 4/7/3); see [3] . The operator 0i is an example of a more general class of restricted X-ray transforms where one averages over lines in a well-curved hypersurface of M l d (the space of lines in R d ). This will be taken up below.
In the case of folding canonical relations one may apply Corollary 1.4 to $0 and * /* to get We shall consider more general oscillatory integral and Fourier integral operators with not necessarily homogeneous phase functions. § 2 contains the main estimates for oscillatory integral operators. In § 3 we apply these results to Fourier integral operators with general phase functions; the homogeneous case arises s a special case if one uses Littlewood-Paley theory. In §4 we apply our theorems to obtain new estimates for restricted X-ray transforms. Throughout the paper c, C will denote positive constants which may assume different values in different lines. In this section we prove L 2 -» L 9 bounds for Τ λ , under the assumption that the only singularities of the projection n L are fold singularities; no assumption on π κ is made. The following lemma is well known; it is contained in [8] for the case 7V = 0 which corresponds to operators of type (2.1). We sketch a proof for the reader's convenience.
Estimates for oscillatory integrals

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that Ψ satisfies (2.4). Then 8 λ is a bounded operator on L 2 ((R") and the operator norm is O(|A|-
Proof. We may assume that the support of b is small. We prove that S x Sf is a bounded on L 2 (R n } with norm Ο(λ~η~Ν). The kernel Κ λ of S A Sjf is
Observe that .., rf-l, 2 e^ is orthogonal to <Λ, ^Χ',,Αί, for i = l,...,r + l. The fold condition which is the nondegeneracy of the quadratic form η -* ^α,φ^Ι Ό η,η^ οη Κ6Γί/π £ implies that 5 2 can be made invertible. Clearly e d e Coker 4£(0, 0) and ^d _ j + f e Ker tf£(0, 0) for / = l, . . . , r + 1; this is (2.7), (2.8) and the fold condition implies (2.5), (2.6). Since we get (2.9) s well.
We shall always assume that a is supported in a ball of radius ε and center (0, 0) and we shall choose ε small (independent of λ). Observe that in the support of a.
In order to prove our results we use an argument due to Tomas [22] according to which for p ^ 2
where with *Α(*',**/,Λ) = f 
Therefore an Integration by parts argument shows that 
Then !P = ? (u, v, z) in the support of χ ε if ε is chosen sufficiently small. Observe that If ^φ is s in Theorem 2.2 then Σ χ can be parametrized by ζΊ~> Φ^(χ, z', g(z')) for suitable smooth g and e d is a normal vector for Σ 0 at z' = 0. The curvature condition on Σ 0 at z' = 0 is In order to see this one uses (2.8) and (2.9). By (2.6) and (2.9) it follows that In this case the application of the method of stationary phase yields and therefore (2.14). D Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We first assume that r = 0. Using complex interpolation we deduce from Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 that for l ^ p ^ 2 where / = 0 in Theorem 2.1 and 0 < f < d-l in Theorem 2.2. Of course K^ v = 0 if~~ We shall show that L 2 estimates for operators of type (2.1) can be reduced to L 2 estimates for operators of type (3.1). The same is true for L 2 -» L q estimates if one assumes that the projection n x : <£ -> X is a submersion. We note that similar arguments come up in the calculus for Fourier integral operators [7] , [9] , vol. IV, and in fact one can develop a similar theory for operators with nonhomogeneous phase functions of type (3.1). Since we are not attempting to develop a calculus we prefer to give more elementary arguments using only linear canonical transformations. We begin with some simple facts from symplectic linear algebra. 
ΦΟ
H n (u,v) = f
-(x))F,SJ(x) .
Then
The kernel of Υ λ is (3.4) with 9 = (w, z) and φ(χ, y, (w, z)) = -<*, w> --<^w, w> + V (w, j, z) , cf- [7] , P· 137 (note that (3.8) can never happen if φ is a homogenous phase function). Now if the support of b is sufficiently small we may apply the method of stationary phase with respect to the 5-variables (analogous to the reduction of frequency variables in [7] ) and obtain here Τ λ is s in ( We now apply Theorem 3.6 to the homogeneous case and use the following lemma. The proof is a well known application of Littlewood Paley theory and easy estimates for oscillatory integrals ( [7] , p. 177), based on the assumptions Ψ^ φ Ο, Ψ^ φ 0. For details of this Standard argument see [19] . 
Application to restricted X-ray transforms
We now show how the previous results can be applied to obtain local estimates for restricted X-ray transforms on d-dimensional Riemannian or semi-Riemannian manifolds. We shall be interested in hypersurfaces in the (2d -2)-dimensional space M of geodesics in (M, g) . Recall the following description of M (cf. [2] , [4] ). For (x, £)er*M\0, let ξ* 6 T X M be the corresponding tangent vector (so that g(£*, v) = <£, i?> for all v e T X M}. Το (χ, ξ) we associate the geodesic s -> y x^( s) = exp^Cs^*). There are two redundancies in this parametrization of all geodesics: dilation in ξ and translation along the geodesic flow; we take these into account by noting the (locally defined) action of R + x R on T* M \0, where H g is the Hamiltonian vector field of the metric g(x 9 ξ). If ~ is the resulting equivalence relation, and (χ',ξ') ~ (χ 9 ζ) 9 then γ χ , ίξ , = γ Χίξ s sets. Thus, the (locally defined) space of unparametrized geodesics is M = (T*M\ )/ ~, which is (2d-2)-dimensional.
We consider a hypersurface (£ c SDi with the property that for each y e M the family of all geodesics in (£ passing through y form ad-2-dimensional smooth submanifold (£ y of Ji^ td . (£ can be locally specified by a defining function f(x, ξ) on T* M, homogeneous of some degree and invariant under the Hamiltonian flow: /(exp sH g (x, ξ)) = f(x, ζ). We may locally make a smooth choice of representative, (£ 9 7 -> (χ, ξ); in the Riemannian case it is customary to normalize g(x, ξ) = l, but in the semi-Riemannian case this is not possible if there are null-geodesics in (L In any case for suitable cutoff-funetions with small support the restricted X-ray transform, is well defined. c is a generalized Radon transform in the sense of [6] . The Schwartz kernel of c is supported on the point-geodesic relation •2^ is a smooth, (2d-2)-dimensional submanifold of (£ x M; away from the critical points of π Μ : 2£^ -* M, K^(y 9 y) is a smooth density on 5T C , and thus ^ is a Fourier integral operator, ^( £ e/~( d~Cl)/4 (G:,M;A r *^( s: ). It is assumed henceforth that we have localized away from any critical points.
We are going to impose a curvature assumption on (£. For each y e M let c y be the cone in T y M consisting of all lines tangent at y to a geodesic in C y . Then c, = {£*:/(* ί) = 0}.
Following [4] we say that (£ is well-curved if each cone c y has d -2 nonvanishing principal curvatures. In terms of the defining function / the well-curvedness of (£ means that for all (χ, ξ) with f(x, ξ) = 0 we have dn T * M vanishes to first order at o^); and ττ^* Μ |^ is a submersion, with Ker(i/7i T * M )n T L equaling the tangent space of the fibers of (£ - Then, at L and s = 0 (which we can always assume: given x, we can pick all the representatives of the geodesics through χ to be of the form γ Χίζ ), the derivative of h Q is given by As Ω χ ranges over ί\ 2 Τ χ Μ,ν = η-ΑΩ ranges over η λ = (d,**/*) 1 (this last equality holds since η Λ d?f* = 0 at J^). Using (4.3), (4.4), the equation dh = 0 (all evaluated at ρ = (χ 9 ζ, ο, η)) and the H g invariance of /, one sees after a short calculation that is given by the System of equations (4.8) ^r/>,<5<
where / is a linear mapping. Since d£f has rank rf-2 on rf^/ 1 , rf/*^/* has rank d-2 on (dpf*)\ and thus (4.8) has a two-dimensional space of Solutions, finishing the proof that π Γ * Μ is a submersion with folds.
It is clear from the definition of £ that the projection JS? -> M is a submersion. Finally, each cone r yo = π τ , Μ («^)η T£M is parametrized by and thus has d-2 nonvanshing principal curvatures. α
